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What is an Image: Project 1.3 - Abstraction 
 
Due: September 28th at the beginning of class 
To Be Critiqued in class 
One 12” x 12” Final Work, Matte Paper, No Border,  
Six Studies: 4” x 4”, Matte Paper, ½ inch border between studies 
To Be Submitted online on Juno in the Course Folder: 
Two PDFs: one that includes the final, one that includes the six studies all on one grid. 
eg. Rivkin_J_Project1_3Study.pdf and Rivkin_J_Project1_3Final.pdf 
 
Description 
Using Italo Calvino’s book, Invisible Cities, choose one city and create a graphic 
representation of the idea of the city using Adobe Illustrator. You will use the methods of 
abstraction that we have studied in class - from movement, to gesture (gestalt), to affect, to 
create your image. Each section of the book describes a different city (55 in total), so you 
have a wide range to choose from. Each description explores how cities unfold through a 
series of imaginative and physics defying prose poems. 
 
Studies 
Your studies should be iterations of the same city.  You can either start with three separate 
ideas, work with them to do a second iteration of each, and then the final piece is the third 
iteration of the one you think works the best.  You can also do studies that are a focus on a 
specific element of your city. For example, if you want to include gears/machinery in your 
final image - then you can do a study that focuses on the rendering or creation of that 
one/two object. 
 
Limitations 

1. The image can include any color, any opacity, any effect, etc. 
2. Set your file to RGB color space, 150 ppi  
3. The image should not be a representation of a city. Eg. If your city discusses pipes, do 

not show pipes. You can however, use representation in the final depiction in the 
form of analogy - but think beyond the first thing that comes to mind (eg. Beauty = a 
flower) 

4. Create all the vector graphics by hand (tracing over another image is ok). 

https://pennfnarfoundationsfall2015.files.wordpress.com/2015/08/calvino_invisiblecities.pdf
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